INTRODUCTION: A CRITICAL REVIEW AGAINST FAKE BELIEVES
There are many foreign studies based on several wrong premises about the USA in the field of Political and Constitutional Law, or the area of Ecclesiastical Law/Church-State Studies, and about its culture (lato sensu -including political and legal institutions-). They are written for the most part by Continental European authors), and they make it difficult to properly conduct an analysis and obtain a model. The most common mistakes committed by Continental authors are the following: a) Prejudice 1: wrongly assuming that most American people are Protestant and, consequently, guide their lives by a professional logic. WEBER was the author who spread this explanation in Continental Europe in his popular book The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. According to this premise, education in the USA should mainly be professionally oriented right from the beginning in order to develop specific work skills. Nevertheless, this is not the case; this is more likely to be an ethnocentric mistake on the part of Continental Europe people, who do indeed educate their future generations in this way. In the USA a personalized education (a broad scope of selection) is predominant (in the academic world). In addition, this system is based on mature knowledge (not memorization), and on critical reflection in order to learn to be resolute and 
Three big colonial Settlements
A) Southern plantations and the stamp of Anglicanism (official ecclesiastic recognition): This first area consists of four great administrative groups: the Colony and Dominion of Virginia -nowadays, Virginia, West Virginia and Kentucky; the Province of North Carolina -currently, North Caroline and Tennessee-; the Province of South Carolina and the Province of Georgia. These colonies are directly dependent on the British Crown, and therefore have an institutional model of Anglican as the state religion. An attempt at this, for example, is the admission of the Episcopalian and Presbyterian-variants as part of the power elites. Within this core foundation, the reference point is the colony of Virginia, where the first settlement was located (Jamestown, 1607), which branches into the adjoining settlements (North Carolina, 1663 , South Carolina, 1670 Georgia, 1732) , where changes to the model of freedom are ratified (i.e. art. 16 of Virginia Declaration of Rights, 1776) . Virginia: a) Its fundamental/constitutional rules (Grants, Charters, Statutes & Constitutions) 7 , like the first (Royal) Charter of 1606, included the mission of Christianizing and evangelizing the Indians; the second Charter of 1609 included a religious requirement (the Oath of Supremacy) 8 in order to be admitted into the colony. The third Charter of 1611 maintained the Oath of Supremacy, although Catholics were 7 Vid. The First Charter of Virginia (April 10, 1606) , The Second Charter of Virginia (May 23, 1609) , The Third Charter of Virginia (March 12, 1611) , Ordinances for Virginia (July 24, 1621) , Virginia Declaration of Rights (June 12, 1776) , The Constitution of Virginia (June 29, 1776) . 8 The Oath of Supremacy is the requirement to pledge subservience to the Anglican Church, recognizing the British Monarch as its visible head.
exempted from taking it. Eventually, the Declaration of Rights (art. 16) -North Carolina: a) Amongst the fundamental Laws 10 , in the Charters of 1663 and 1665, North Carolina is recognized as an Anglican colony (with the maintenance of the confessional religion), though no such officinal denomination is adopted until 1711; finally came the Declaration of Rights of 1776, including Freedom of Conscience; b) Among the above precepts regarding religion, the most salient is the Law of the observance of the Lord's sacred name, commonly known as Sunday of 174, which started a crusade against vice.
-South Carolina: a) Among its Fundamental Laws 11 , once independent of the other Carolina (1729), after the Border Agreement of 1735, the Anglican Church was formally established.; finally, the Constitution of 1778 declared that Christianity as the official religion; b) In the interim of the segregation of the Carolinas, already enjoying a certain amount of autonomy, its assembly passed the Sunday Laws of 1692 and 1712. 9 The Sabbath is the day of rest established by the Bible and it must be dedicated to the praise of God. The problem is the controversy generated with the First Great Awakening (1740´s). Even though it had come from ancient times. As a consequence of the American paradoxology, protestant confessions suffered a certain grade of Jewishism in their pursuit of Orthodoxy, which makes them transfer the traditional day of rest to Saturday. For the purposes of this article, Sunday & Sabbath Laws will be considered as a whole, since the really important fact is that eventually a greater secularization was promoted for fundamentalist reasons, given that the calendar was divided into working days and holidays. Vid. SÁNCHEZ-BAYÓN, A.: La Modernidad sin prejuicios (3 vols.), Madrid: Deltal, 2008-12. 10 (Rhode Island) . In this environment, a Congregationalist Theonomic model of puritan confessions was originally predominant, until its total incorporation into the British Crown, when it then became a semi-institutional model. Although the first migrations are motivated by the search for recognition and tolerance, the genomic excesses (e.g. witch hunts, strict morality) generated a decline in the settlements due to explicit or tacit ostracism, which created the urgent necessity to found new settlements that were more flexible and permeable for local minorities (e.g. Baptists, Quakers) 13 . Massachusetts is the great colonial reference for the region, since it is the place where the first settlements were established (the Pilgrims in New Plymouth in 1620 and the Puritans in Massachusetts Bay in 1629-30 -later combining in 1691). In addition, this colony established the subsequent foundational initiatives, as a consequence of the purging of WINTHROP 14 , allowing the formation of Connecticut (Rev. T. HOOKER in 1635-36), Rhode Island (Rev. R. WILLIAMS on 1636); New Hampshire (North-Irish Presbyterians as permanent settlers in the 1630´s); Maine (Nova Scotia, between 1696-1713).
-Massachusetts 15 : In New Plymouth, the Charter of 1620 established a Theonomic model, the mandate 12 Vid. Royal Charter of Georgia (Jun 9, 1732), Constitution of Georgia (Feb. 5, 1777) , Constitution of the State of Georgia (May 6, 1789). 13 In New England, severe punishment was inflicted on Catholics, Baptists, Jews and Quakers (e.g. seizing assets, imprisonments, forced labours, hidings, and hangings). In the Boston area, after prescriptive reminders (up to three), several families were exiled, and four Quakers that did not comply with exile were eventually hanged. Cfr. WOOD, J.E., et al: Church and State in Scripture History and Constitutional Law, Baylor University Press, Waco, 1958, pp. 80 ss. PFEFFER, L.: Church, State and Freedom, Beacon Press, Boston, 1953, pgs. 65 ss. 14 He was elected governor up to twelve consecutive times, between 1631 and 1648, dying several months after his last election. His strict policy is a consequence of the social demands at that moment, since the population was terrified by previous experiences in other less integrated settlements that did not survive. His zeal, however, was so great that his own son had to move to New Hampshire, where he become Governor. 15 Vid. Massachusetts Constitution (March 2, 1780 , R. WILLIAMS, in his escape from the WINTHROP "purges". Thirdly, Pennsylvania, as a consequence of a noble debt 25 , is founded to the west of Delaware by Quaker leader, W. PENN, who wanted to house all persecuted Quakers. All in all, the three aforementioned groups show the same firm will of their founders to house those people persecuted for the dictates of their conscience. This started a process of emancipation of those persecuted people obliged to flee with respect to majority groups, and of Civil law with respect to religious law (the above-mentioned major religions no longer maintain these public stances). Nevertheless, it is necessary to specify that in the case of Maryland, this step is the consolidation of the idea of modern tolerance-predominating the negative burden of resignation. Subsequent situations in Rhode Island and Pennsylvania are an example of a trial and error method of transit to modern tolerance, in its positive sense and characterized by greater respect for others, close to the modern concept of freedom. -Pennsylvania: a) Among its fundamental laws 29 , such as the Charter of Pennsylvania in 1681 and the Agreement of government of Pennsylvania in 1682, and despite philosophical tolerance similar to that of Rhode Island, Pennsylvania is stricter regarding formalities and religion, demanding the conversion of all Indians, the oath of supremacy to hold public office and to be a citizen and the observance of the Sabbath; this was probably as a consequence of trying to avoid external controls and trying to guarantee free development for the persecuted Quakers. To sum up, the three cases are examples of the trial and error method in the long evolution toward modern religious tolerance. The special feature was that, in the case of Maryland, the emphasis was on the achievement of coexistence, while on the other hand, it was freedom of conscience that was of primary importance in Rhode Island and Pennsylvania. In any case, these three cases have been very useful in driving forward the political process of emancipation of the individual with respect to a group, and of the political and civil community versus the religious and cultural one.
3.-CURRENT LEGAL SYSTEM 3.1.-CONSTITUTIONAL LEVEL
In what sense is the US model peculiar? How could we explain it? In Continental Europe, religion was used as an instrument by the public powers to create national identities and expel dissidents. In contrast, in the new-born USA, it is very clear from the very beginning that it is not a question of preserving the State from religion, as has been argued of late by socialism. To the contrary, religion is popular patrimony and, because of this, religious allegiance cannot be obligatory to hold public office. Thus, art. VI of the U.S. Constitution breaks with the colonial tradition of demanding the Oath of Supremacy 30 . What is more, to make things even clearer, one year after the Constitution was passed, its writers started to work on a Declaration of Rights with the form of ten constitutional amendments (elaborated in 1789 and passed in 1791). The First Amendment starts with the recognition, protection and promotion of the freedom and Autonomy of religion. This point is so important that it is endowed with a double clause in its regulation: a) the establishment clause, which promotes non-religious "officialisation", thus guaranteeing the autonomy, plurality and popularity of religion; b) free exercise clause, by which, the public powers agree to protect the observance and promotion of religious practice as a way of strengthening interpersonal relations which insure social integration. In a nutshell, there are a wide range of acts, in which the lowest limit is the disestablishment process and the highest, the guarantee of freedom of worship, thus giving each State great discretion in the regulation of this issue (e.g. if some favor is conceded to any religious confession, it is compulsory to extend it to the rest of the confessions to maintain the condition of Legal Equality. In order to consolidate this model and avoid excessive dispersion, in 1866 The Fourteenth Amendment was passed (entering into effect in 1868), which put an end to ecclesiastic preferentialism. In addition, it established federal supervision of the issue, as a guarantee that all citizens in the USA would enjoy the same rights and freedoms in all the States of the Union.
Thus, at federal level, The Supreme Court of the USA becomes the great supervisor, not only because it has to ensure a proper interpretation of the Constitution (arts. 3 and 6), but because in addition, it has to clarify significant numbers of rulings on this matter (according to the First and the Fourteenth Amendments), there being already over three hundred consolidated rulings, although with a mercurial ratio decidendi. Nonetheless, this is not the only federal organism with competence to deal with the development of legislative and regulatory framework in this area, as we will see below.
Constitutional rules
Explicit Rules: we have to consider two precepts that expressly and substantially regulate religion, such as art. VI (religious test & oath) and the First Amendment (free exercise clause & establishment clause), plus the procedural rules, which are set out in the Fourteenth Amendment (equal clause). Implicit Rules: they could be defined as those rules that use formulas and figures of sacred western traditions (under the filter of secularization), making room for valuable transfers of legitimacy to the institutions of civil government (e.g. the Constitution becomes the sacred book of the American people). Other rules come from imitations of religious inspiration (e.g. Eighteenth Amendment Governing Principles of the USA relational model
STATUTORY AND EXECUTIVE LAW DEVELOPMENT
In summary, any legislative or regulatory development of the abovementioned constitutional precepts has to be in accordance with the following rules: a) Substantially: a1) Establishment clause: it is the formulation of the disestablishment process, thus the existence of any official religion is forbidden. After the Fourteenth amendment was passed, the existence of a group of official religions was not possible, as was typical in Preferentialism. a2) Free exercise clause: public powers are obliged to remove any obstacles that prevent freedom of worship, and also have the duty to look for formulas to accommodate a sustainable separation. a3) Equal clause: It is essential to guarantee the freedom, equality and autonomy of religion in the whole country, which is a task pertaining to Federal powers. Nonetheless, in their supervision, they will have to respect the rest of the principles, so they may not develop a legislative and regulatory framework that defines religion, the internal operating rules of any denominations and/or try to equate religious organizations with other types of associations, given that this decision can only be made by the American people. a4) Ecclesiastical corporation sole: It recognizes the right of the American People to decide whether they want to inscribe their group as a religious entity or not, and it is simply with respect to the Labor and Taxation Law; in the same way, public powers are compelled to evaluate civil efficacy with regard to the internal rules of confessions, except in the case of fraud, arbitrariness or attack against public order. a5) Checks & balances policy: It consists of a system of limitation of power through the mutual vigilance of public institutions and the requirement of citizen accountability. This way, Federal powers have to supervise the policies of the rest of powers (both State and Municipal) but, at the same time, Federal powers have to be vigilant of each other. b) Procedurally: b1) Outdated regulation: They are precepts of a limited temporal nature, given their relation to public policies being enforced. They really depend on the holder of office and his/her institutional agenda, as well as the duration of the legislature and/or administration in office. b2) Dependent regulation: They are precepts that require the support of other bodies. In the case of the Acts and Bills, they only enter into force completely when they are quoted in a judicial proceeding. On the other hand, the Proclamations and Regulations are administrative acts and are not of a regulatory nature completely until Congress 31 endorses them; once this occurs, specific precepts become general rules and are applicable in similar cases. In the same way, the intention of the Courts is revealed. b3) Regulation of welfare: Most of the rules passed regarding religions are a consequence of the Social Gospel, and thus are pragmatically conceived in a secularized way as a Public and health welfare issue (42 nd Title of U.S. Code), and are subject to tax control (26 th Title, regarding Internal Revenue Code).
So far, it has been the common features of governing principles and legislative and regulatory development that have been highlighted, but there are also many differences among them. Needless to say, these are evident in sources, formalities and goals and are clearly affected by diverse areas of activity that guide the regulation: a) Domestic management: It has been a rich source of legislative output regarding the religious factor in the last few years: Church Arson Prevention Act of 1996 32 ; The Defense of Marriage of 1996 33 ; Bankruptcy-Religious Liberty and Charitable 31 Remember that "Act" comes from the saying "act before the monarch", and in the USA it means "act before the Congress", and this is the correct way to introduce the Institutional agenda, giving it legal force, and converting it into Statutory Law. The key to understanding this atypical situation, and its apparent infringement of the above-mentioned governing principles and common features, lies in the 90´s and the public policies of the Clinton Administration. These were absolutely dichotomous -paradoxical speeches and garbage-can policy-and where there is a notable change before and after the sexual sandal. confusion comes with the subsequent interpretation of these previous policies by the G.W. Bush Administration which reformulated them according to their neoconservative approach and their own interests. Again, the "rules of the game" are not respected.
JURISPRUDENCE: BETWEEN CASE LAW AND LEGAL THEORY
It is a common error to identify American Common Law with Case Law, but the latter is only one source and branch of Law. There are others equally important, such as Executive Law (with its regulations) or Statutory Law (and its laws). Such exaltation comes from the LANGDELL method and casebooks (vid. supra). Nevertheless, there is a very deep relationship between these concepts. It is commonly noted that in order for Executive law to reach true fruition, for example, it needs to be quoted in several judicial proceedings; thus Case Law is used to foster and spread a great part of Executive Law (vid. infra).
In honor of the aforementioned American pragmatism, there is below a synthesized and systematic list of the most outstanding cases that have created the interpretative tendency on issues related to religious factors in the USA, such as: the implementation of freedom of religion and religious autonomy (of natural and juridical persons, as well as of denominations), and also the tutelage of nondiscrimination on religious grounds (idem), and other related issues. Everything is related to legal grounds and the comparative analysis is carried out while studying the following judicial decisions (nearly three hundred case studies of Case Law, systematized by date and issue) 41 . The main cases are: The headings of the cases from 2005 have been omitted ( those after the reelection of G.W. BUSH), since explanations about the new topics and tendencies are developed in the following case study below because there are currently more than three hundred and fifty cases involved.
CASE STUDY 4.1. AN OVERVIEW
Even though the USA is a county represented in the category of the New World or New Regime, as is specified in one of its national mottos ("novus ordo seclorum"), this does not mean that there is a lack of knowledge with respect to western tradition, both sacred (Judean-Christian) and profane (Greek-Roman), as is evident in its national motto which is translated into Latin. The Framers of the constitution were well acquainted with the Greco-Roman culture, as well as the importance of the art of questioning through different methods, such as the epoché or the maieutic. Thus, the Socratic Method was introduced in university studies which began to be standardized nearly one century afterwards, using as a reference the native adaptation of Dean LANGDELL, as explained below.
The foregoing Socratic method consisted in the combination of the epoché or suspension of judgment (which means taking nothing for granted), and the maieutic or questioning of the reason why (in order to analyze in more depth, until reaching the primary reason). Nonetheless, we could wonder: how did this method become universally accepted in US Schools of Law? It occurred in the late 1870s, when Europe implanted its public universities (e.g. Spain and the background of the GAMAZO Plan) 42 , and when the standardization of studies came about. All these changes provoked the transformation of traditional faculties, like the School of Cannons and Laws, into Faculties of Law which were afterwards called Jurisprudence Schools, where all the efforts of professors were concentrated on teaching the new Public Law, mainly characterized by its codified nature. So, although US Law was comparable to Common Law in its roots, it became something extraordinary, because USA Law is the most open to the influences of Civil or Continental Law. So much so, that amongst the flourishing universities of New England -the foundation of the Ivy League (or club of universities which imitate the European style) -Harvard University begins to stand out in its attempt to become a reference in the standardization of Law studies. It is important to take into account that the influence of English Law, where the prevailing method was the Inn Court where only the mere rudiments were learned. This meant that the most important learning experience was actually acquired afterwards by working as an articled clerk in Law firms or with judges. However, the Dean of the Faculty of Law, Prof. LANGDELL, started to put into practice a method of Socratic inspiration, though very formalist (related to the exegetical and analytical studies which had been previously undertaken in such referential works as the BLACKSTONE commentaries or Austin's Jurisprudence). It was a three-pronged study: a) read the cases b) distill the rule; c) apply the rule to future cases. It is curious that the method did not achieve its goals, not because of a lack of quality, but because of the publicity generated by the personal competition between the two greatest jurists of the time: LANGDELL v. HOLMES-a rivalry comparable to that which had existed one century before between HAMILTON and JEFFERSON-. Since LANGDELL was the Dean of the Harvard Law School, HOLMES also attempted to reach the same position, but he only achieved professor status; for this reason, he opted for the legal practice, acquiring the category of Judge of the Supreme Court. While LANGDELL promoted legal formalism, HOLMES sponsored the appearance of Legal Realism (it would be necessary to wait until after World War I); etc. The fact is that HOLMES provoked an effect that was just the opposite of what he intended through the Law Review he edited (American Law Review) and its well-known book The Common Law (1881). In the end he afforded undue attention to LANGDELL; HOLMES criticized him so harshly, that LANGDELL become famous thanks to HOLMES. This great rivalry also originated the competition between the Schools of Law, such as Harvard (which would continue to maintain LANGDELL on a pedestal for several years) and Yale (whose incontrovertible reference was HOLMES). The fact is that, in the same way that new legal operators are trained, so is Law transformed in its theory and practice. Needless to say, the influence that these two universities have held and continue to hold in the USA today is tremendous; among their students there are a great number of senior government officials (e.g. Presidents, Supreme Court Judges, Secretaries of State, Senators, Congressmen), as well as extremely important business men.
Although the law and its study have changed, the LANGDELL stamp has survived to the present, since he was the first to offer a native version of the Socratic Method, presenting an example to improve, change, criticize and propose alternatives in his method. Other proposals and materials have emerged from the this method, such as the casebook (it is a type of textbook used mainly by students Which, rather than simply laying out the legal doctrine, contains excerpts from legal cases in which the law is applied). The latest successful version of this method was the Problem method, as a consequence of the opposition to the LANGDELL method and the casebooks, which were said to be a mere excuse for trivializing Classes. Courses became competitions where students had to learn by heart preordained answers. Afterwards, in order to revitalize the study of Law, the Problem method was chosen, in which a fictitious or real case is set up, with several legal implications that students have to resolve, usually in groups, and simulating a judicial proceeding supervised by their professors.
Therefore, although the LANGDELL method and casebooks have been useful to standardize US Law, they are also the origin of a reductionist method that attempted to teach the law through the Case Law or rulings, when there are other sources and branches of the Legal System as we will clarify below.
The topics chosen, the network of interlaced questions, have an interdisciplinary character and also a great complexity, which is the reason behind the use of the holistic way of studying cases. It consists of combining the epoché and maieutic, together with political analysis and critical culture, until it reaches the problem method, without ignoring the legal priority approach (according to the legal grounds that guide the rest of the argumentation of a specific case).
Finally, it deals with the role of religion in the USA as a consequence of its more secular conception. It is the key to achieve salvation in the world, which definitely contributes to boost a Welfare State with a special foundation or social gospel -where social assistance is mainly provided by local religious associations. This is how a great deal of information was collected in Title 42 of the U.S. Code, which is headed by the Public Health and Welfare Department. Thus it is possible to understand the list of more than one hundred activities that are being developed by the clergy, religious organizations and the churches and their agencies. Among these activities, it would be necessary to highlight: a) activities and services (adoption services, orphans, children's shelters, assistance to single mothers, programs to support retired people, youth recreation centers, senior recreation centers, spiritual retreat centers, health clinics, services to assist immigrants, charitable funds, sanctuaries, programs of rehabilitation, programs of psychological support, programs of feeding the homeless); b) organizations and sponsored activities (nursery schools, elementary schools, high schools, Bible schools, theological seminaries, universities, educational foundations, convention centers, home study courses, public seminars, meditation centers, book stores, archives, libraries, publishing companies (religious and educative books); c) goods and products offered by churches (books, magazines, documentaries, radio shows, TV shows); d) leisure and social activities (theatre groups, men's clubs, women's clubs, youth centers, senior centers, summer camps, picnic areas, playgrounds, bazaars, social clubs, single clubs); e) affiliated organizations (farms, religious stores, convents, monasteries, cemeteries, inspection services and food stamp certification (kosher), programs of mutual societies); etc.
Thus, as a consequence of the great weight of the denominations in the local implementation of social policies, it can be understood why the next two examples have been chosen, though both come from the Federal Executive. They seem to carry out a reverse interpretation of the classic clauses of the first Amendment regarding the Freedom of religion (free exercise and (non)establishment), thus provoking some degree of discrimination, as well as a growing gap in the much-publicized "wall of separation".
SINGLE CASES 4.2.1. FAITH-BASED & COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
a) Preliminary considerations: The social policy of the G.W. BUSH Administrationas will be explained below-inherits the federal interventionist boom of programs designed by the CLINTON Administration (e.g. b) Meaning and scope: FBOs constitute a group of social intervention programs, described by the President himself as "one of my most important initiatives (…) to extol great American compassion, through the USA with heart, soul, and conscious at the same time"
45 . Starting with the reform of the Welfare State, initiated by CLINTON with the group of charitable choice programs, G.W. BUSH redirected the planned aids, incrementing the funds and donating to local organizations based on the faith and the municipal service, with the excuse of drawing the Administration closer to the citizenship, without any intermediaries, avoiding excessive "red tape" and the lack of immediate financing. In order to organize the system, president G.W. R. Gonzales revealed to the media one of the key initiatives in his term of office, The First Freedom Project. In his own words, he called it "an initiative to preserve the freedom of religion, which requires a great commitment in order to protect the most basic freedom of people of all faiths". b) Meaning and scope: among the initial measures to include in the framework of this project, the Attorney General drew attention to the following: a) the submission of a report about the increased support, to favor the compliance of the Acts protecting the freedom of religion (activity of the public prosecutor, between 2001 and 2006) , in which it is established that, in spite of the strong commitment demonstrated, it is necessary to provide more resources; b) the establishment of a dependent Department is proposed, whose director would be the assistant to the Attorney General for the Division on Civil Rights; c) several initial complementary actions to foment awareness are formulated, such as: regional seminars, establishment of a consulting service about religious discrimination, etc.; d) the goals: the main topics to enhance freedom of religion and fight against discrimination through synergies are: 1) educational discrimination; 2) labor discrimination, 3) intra-household discrimination; 4) credit discrimination; 5) public assistance discrimination; 6) religious discrimination in the educational sector (in the Division on Civil rights, the Educational Opportunities section, pursuant to Titles IV and IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, is in charge of filing court cases in order to avoid discrimination in public classes on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex or national origin). The most typical disputes and their most recent examples (there are no notes of registry as of yet as for the rest of the cases included) are:
(1) Harassment: cases of religious harassment are supervised, especially harassment of students by professors (e.g. In Delaware School District, in March 2005, it was necessary to protect Muslim students in the fourth grade).
(2) Student Religious Expression: Discrimination as a consequence of the initiative of students themselves is also supervised (a group of students in a high school in Massachusetts were suspended for distributing candy with religious messages); and those discriminatory acts sponsored by the educational centers themselves (e.g. in a competition of young musical talents in a School in New Jersey, one song was censored for being Christian).
(3) Religious dress: any discrimination is forbidden, for example, the use of Muslim headscarves (e.g. Muskogee Public School District was sued because it did not allow a Muslim student to attend classes with a headscarf).
(4) Equal access: Public centers must allow religious groups to develop extracurricular activities with equal-opportunities (e.g. Good News Clubs are student associations that develop charitable activities to improve society, but their work is not taken into consideration because of their religious background and thus they have no space to hold their meetings, and they receive no funding, etc.).
(5) Exclusion from Higher Educational Opportunities Based on Belief: idem (e.g. Texas Tech University, a biology professor refused to write letters of recommendation for medical schools if students had not previously sworn that they firmly believed in the theory of evolution).
(6) Religious Holidays: holidays must be observed, especially in cases with parental authorization (e.g. in Indiana, a boy was suspended from school because he did not attend class several times as a consequence of religious celebrations, and his mother was sued for negligence by local authorities).
(7) Religious discrimination in employment: By the same token, in the Civil Rights Division, there is a Commission promoting equal employment opportunities, pursuant to title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which is in charge of filing lawsuits against the discrimination of employees in public institutions or in religious centers. Among the most recent disputes in which the commission has intervened (financial year 2005-06 finds many of them already in the courts), we could point out two cases: a) U.S. v. Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Authority, because the Transit Authority demanded full-time availability in the employment application form, without allowing for the Sabbath rest of Jewish People and the Sunday rest of Christians, etc.; b) U.S. v. State of Ohio, where the agency of environmental protection refused to recruit workers based on religious motivation, alleging conscientious objection so as to not to pay mandatory fees to trade unions (because the trade unions were in favor of abortion, homosexual marriage, etc.).
(8) Religious discrimination in housing: Another entity in the Civil Rights Division, the Housing and Civil Promotion Section (in compliance with the Fair Housing Acta competence shared with the Housing and Urban Development Department) is in charge of filing lawsuits against religious discrimination in the purchase of a house. In the same way, among the most recent disputes which have quoted this section, we could highlight three cases where the people affected did not manage to buy houses, or their houses were attacked because of their faith, or race: a) U.S. v. Hillman Housing Corporation, in New York; b) U.S. v. Altmayer, in Chicago; c) U. S. v. San Francisco Housing Authority, in San Francisco. (9) Religious discrimination in granting credits: the Housing and Civil Promotion section is also in charge of enforcing the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, a shared competence with other agencies such as the Internal Revenue Service, that files lawsuits to prevent religious discrimination in the granting or return of credits (e.g. common circumstances in practice are: the refusal to grant credit, incorporation of unfair terms, etc.) 46 .
(10) Religious discrimination in Public services: Again, it is a duty pertaining to the Housing and Civil Promotion Section, pursuant to Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, whose main task is enforcing the observance of religious respect in public places, like restaurants, cinemas, etc. One of the latest cases to employ this section was the discrimination suffered by a Sikh in a restaurant in Virginia, where he was obliged to remove his turban to gain admission to a restaurant.
(11) Religious discrimination in public assistance: Without a specific unit, the Civil Rights Division, pursuant to Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, may deal with all the cases related to a lack of equality in obtaining access to government benefits. An illustrative case in this matter is Blanch Springs (Texas), where a municipal ordinance prohibited all religious activities in Senior Leisure Centers, which meant that the elderly could no longer bless the table, sing bible hymns etc. c) Regulation: vid. Legal grounds summoned in paragraph b).
d) Controversial Issues: It is true that Public Authority has the duty of promoting free exercise, while not admitting a proselytizing attitude in religious issues. Is there any evidence of discretion and/or judicial activism?
CONCLUSIONS
In the USA, freedom of religion is widely enjoyed, not only as a foundational milestone, but as a colonial freedom for those who were prosecuted for their religion, and also during the great wars and mass exterminations of the XX century (e.g. Jewish People, Armenians, Baha'is). This is such a key issue that it is the very first of the liberties recognized, and even in a double doubly fashion (with two protective clauses). What is more, a great part of US doctrine considers that it is the cornerstone through which the rest of civil freedoms have been construed, as has been observed in the cases studied. As a consequence, Freedom of religion is deeply acknowledged, protected and furthered in the USA, and in its relations with other countries (idem). Nonetheless, the last administrations (CLINTON and G.W.BUSH) have prompted a crisis due to post-modern contagion. There has been a manipulation of meanings in 46 After the mortgage crisis, this measure has become somewhat blurred. the traditional scope of words, and language has been used politically and selfishly in order to legitimize public policies. What then has happened to the much-quoted "wall of separation"?
It is crucial to draw a clear separation between Church and State: the Church is an institution pertaining to the religious sphere, and the State is the political sphere, so each one has its own competences. Although both have an impact on society they are not mutually exclusive. It is so important to highlight this notion because otherwise the result could be: a) identification, like in Middle East regimes (confessionalism), or b) exclusion, like in continental European countries (secularism/laicite). Politics and religion have their own social spheres, but they overlap in areas like social assistance. That is the reason why it is so urgent in the West to recover an accommodating separation model to lead to a rational system of checks and balances.
Regarding the final assessment of the U.S. legal system and its treatment of the religious factor, such regulation ranges from basic rules (Constitution and jurisprudence), to auxiliary ones (Executive Law, Statutory and International Treaties, especially in human rights). Traditionally, in the first third of the XX century, the weight of organization was in the hands of the law, but statutory law took on more prominence beginning in the interwar period, and it has been the instrument chosen to implement the welfare state. However, with the onset of globalization, Executive Law has become particularly relevant, although its short expiration and rather discursive load are serious problems. The question now is how to articulate the Ordinance, which is the current major factor to regulate this issue.
The religious factor in the U.S. is crucial, because as mentioned before, it has been considered a cornerstone of identity, cultural background, social power, and solidarity. And the U.S. model is still a reference point for other Western countries.
